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Abstract: Computer Science can be considered as one of the extensions made to the pure mathematical sciences that exhibit the design and development of many mathematical models to solve various engineering problems. Data storage and data processing are the two major operations that are primarily focused by any computational model while solving a problem. Mathematical modelling has been helped in producing the various computational models across several problems that are found in the field of computer science. Among many problems that are found in the area of computer science, data science and big data have recently geared up to solve many business oriented problems that are purely based on data analytics to enhance the profit by taking critical business decisions. Data Scientists and mathematicians are found to have a skeptical understanding or too little collaboration either in knowing the mathematical concepts behind big data technologies, or too little knowledge of applications of mathematical concepts in applications of big data, respectively. Therefore, in this paper, an effort is made to bring out the major mathematical concepts that have contributed in fueling the solutions for big data problems. The authors hypothesize that the work proposed in this paper would benefit any data scientist or a mathematician to clearly understand the bridge between the math and its application in big data analytics. The authors identify the mathematical concepts and their roles played while solving various tasks that are encountered in the domains of big data. Further, such an endeavor is expected to open up many opportunities for both mathematicians and big data professionals to work collaboratively, while encouraging and contributing in enhancing interdisciplinary research across many domains of engineering.

Index Terms: Big Data, Data Analytics, PCA, SVD, Laplacian Graph, Eigen values, Eigen Vectors, Linear Algebra.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the modern era of digital world where we live, there is a generation of mammoth data by innovative technologies and old technologies. This mammoth data is termed as ‘big data’, one of the greatest approaches with the use of distributed technologies to provide solutions for any form of massive data. Big data is generated through major sources such as Internet, smart phones, management systems, e-commerce, healthcare, astronomy, and so on [1][2][3]. We are in the age of 4G and expected to be in 5G platform soon which will again increase the data generation and usage massively. Recently, IoT has entered into the market minimizing human interference producing more complexity in terms of data production and transmissions [4][5][6]. In all of the aforementioned cases, issues and challenges arise in handling, analyzing data. Mathematics being the mother of computer science has its roots in solving every computational problem and helps solving big data issues in the most systematic and ethical manner [7][8][9]. The challenges are the problems on analysis of data including its storage, transmission, data noise handling, unstructured formats and dynamic nature of its generation. It is evident from the literature, that the solutions for these problems are provided by mathematical sciences allowing us to model by providing mega chest of various tools, methodologies and allowing us to validate these methodologies [10][11][12]. Over the period, a lot of mathematical research happened in big data. When we try to understand, experiment, model and control the systems involving huge data, it is necessary to understand the mathematics and science behind it. These understandings may vary which provokes towards automating the process which in turn relies on mathematical algorithms [13]. Big data comprises of mostly unstructured data having many types of data, such as images, audio, videos, text, and so on. Though, statistical methods have been providing necessary aid for analyzing data. Mathematics based algorithms have been playing a vital role and have got more importance. This paper attempts to provide a basic understanding and role of mathematical facets towards handling big data problems for any data scientist, data analyst or any computer science professional wishing to enter the field of big data analyst. The major contributions of this paper are that it:

- Introduces eigenvalues, eigenvectors, principal component analysis (PCA), the graph Laplacian, and singular value decomposition (SVD), the key mathematical concepts in big data analytics
- Presents the brief survey of applications of Eigen values and eigenvectors to investigate prototypical problems of ranking big data
- Presents the brief survey of applications of the graph Laplacian to investigate prototypical problems of clustering big data
- Presents the brief survey of applications of PCA and SVD to investigate prototypical problems of big data compression

The rest of the paper is organized in the following structure. Section-II introduces the concept of big data and its basic challenges. Section-III presents the key mathematical concepts such as eigenvalues, eigenvectors, PCA the graph Laplacian, and singular value decomposition (SVD). Section-IV presents the conclusion and future scope of the work carried out.

II. BIG DATA AND ITS CHALLENGES

![Fig 1: Characteristics of big data](image)

a) Nature of Big Data:

A field that provides different ways to analyze and deal with large, complex data using traditional software is big data [5][6][7]. This term was popularized mainly by and was redefined in [8], it is the voluminous data that becomes difficult for traditional methods to handle. Big data gets its definition due to the nature of its characteristics. The characteristics of big data are its volume of existence, the variety of data formats that it produces, and velocity of its arrival and veracity of the data sources. Figure 1 shows the characteristics of big data [6]. Analysis of data leads to applications in various fields. The data involved in the analysis is unstructured, semi-structured and structured. But the main concentration lies on unstructured. The processing of data can be done through algorithms and analytics. Methodologies to analyse data are namely machine learning, A/B testing, natural language processing. Technologies involving big data are numerous but not limited to business intelligence, cloud computing, IoT and web intelligence.

Figure 2 shows the stepwise process of data evolution and analysis results. The data prepared is analyzed through various techniques, then modeled and solution is provided [7][8].

![Fig 2: Stepwise process of data evolution and analysis](image)

b) Applications of Big Data:

There is a rapid increase in the demand of specialists in the field of information management due to big data applications. Many top notch companies have spent billions on specializing in data management and analytics [9]. Big data also increases the efficiency in terms of innovation, productions and cost for many government processes. Figure 3 shows one the methods of capturing and storing big data in the real time applications requiring rapid data analytics. Advanced analysis creates opportunities which are cost effective to enhance decision making strategies in the sectors like health care, crime, security etc. The analysis of big data has contributed enormously in healthcare sector by providing analysis on medicines, prescription, prediction of risk in clinical trials, patient reports, etc which still requires some improvement [10]. The usage of big data technologies is more in recent trends of media which aims to serve on mindset of customers. Big data also helps in improving training competitors using sensors [11]. This will help to predict winners in a match. Therefore more the application in various sectors provides more exposure and challenges to be faced, analyzed and developed for the future digital era.

![Fig 3: Diagrammatic representation of storage capacity and global digitization](image)
c) Major Challenges in Big Data:

Managing big data using traditional methods is a challenge to the digital community because new innovations, technologies produce huger, complex data which are faster and variable [14]. To provide feasible solutions for these challenges one must know complete cycle of the analysis. In this cycle, data is to be managed and analyzed. Managing data involves acquiring, recording, extracting, cleaning, integrating, aggregating and presenting [15]. The analysis includes modeling, analyzing, interpreting, and drawing conclusions. The other challenges are to understand the unique features of big data like high dimensionality, security, scale, privacy and so on. In order to address these challenges, a strong knowledge on properties related to mathematical sciences is a must. The mathematical sciences community should train the current generation for the upcoming challenges in analytics domain [16]. A strong knowledge on numerical linear algebra, topological data analysis, matrix decompositions, tensor decompositions, graph theory, and network theory would help in solving issues existing in future [17].

III. KEY MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS IN BIG DATA ANALYTICS

Mathematical sciences have been contributing to analyze big data but there is still plenty of room for the development and the contribution to be made in this domain. Among many directions of the works that could be made in the directions mentioned, the contributions can be made by providing various mathematical tools that are innovatively designed; to analyse and manage huge complex data, to design and develop inference systems to conclude on noisy and large data, and to develop mathematical algorithms from the major sub-fields of mathematics such as linear algebra, and to perform computations for large sizes of data through various mathematical representations or data structures for data [18][19]. The list of mathematical methods mostly used in the analysis of big data, to name some are Linear Algebra, Probability theory and statistics, Multivariate calculus, Algorithms and complexity and the lists goes that would mostly represent any data facet mathematically.
The figure 5 shows the typical example of Eigen values and Eigen vectors. The work of [22] finds the Eigen values and Eigen vectors of a particular system that is perturbed using known values. This can be illustrated by considering the solutions to generalized Eigen value problem using the equation (1).

\[ LX_0 = \lambda_0 N_0 X_0 \]  

In equation (1), \( L_0 \) and \( X_0 \) are matrices. Suppose we know the Eigen values \( \lambda_0 \) and Eigen vectors \( X_0 \), and we want to change the matrices then the new values can be found using equation:

\[ LX_i = \lambda_i N_i X_i \]  

In equation (2), \( L = L_0 + \delta L, N = N_0 + \delta N \) and \( \delta L \) and \( \delta N \) are perturbed terms. Then the perturbed Eigen values and Eigen vectors will be of the form shown in the equation (3):

\[ \lambda_i = \lambda_0 + \delta \lambda_i \quad \text{and} \quad X_i = X_0 + \delta X_i \]  

Applications:

Eigen decomposition is a method to find Eigen values and Eigen vectors from a decomposed matrix. This method is applied in machine learning such as PCA where these values help to find significant features of massive data. In recent years, global energy interconnection has become a hot topic and big data serves as one of its technologies. There are many advantages and applications of big data in support of interconnection involving application of Eigen values in the process [24]. Eigen values helps in obtaining asymptotic results to estimate factor models under certain constraints of rank [25]. Various network models can be classified using a reduction scheme of linear algebra. The Eigen values are used to find the rank and signature of the matrices involved in the process [26]. The new challenges of processing massive data by models in machine learning can be done using decomposition concepts of matrices showing the importance of Eigen values in the process [27]. Before the conduction of statistical inference, it is necessary to apply dimension reduction techniques in the case of complex data. In this process principal component analysis becomes an efficient tool using Eigen values in the process of analyzing multivariate data focusing on ranking and other parameters [28]. Spatial filtering using Eigen vectors is a demanding approach applied in various studies by researchers and practitioners for the analysis of large samples and to calculate its low rank approximations [29]. The sum of Eigen values and Eigen vectors involved in process of predicting ratings or ranks which are not known in the field of graph signal processing can be reduced by developing new designs [30]. The literature shows that the concepts of Eigen values and Eigen vectors are the key concepts in mathematics that makes the foundation for many algorithms of machine learning that are used to tackle many problems in the domain of big data.

B. GRAPH LAPLACIAN AND BIG DATA CLUSTERING

The Laplacian matrix is a matrix representation of graph describing properties of a graph [20] [22]. This has wide applications in machine learning. This matrix is as defined in the equation (4).

\[ L = D - A \]  

The computation of degree matrix is defined with the following property:

\[ D[i][j] = degree \ of \ node \ i \ if \ i = j \ and \ 0 \ if \ i \neq j \]  

The computation of adjacency matrix is defined with the property:

\[ A[i][j] = 1 \ if \ there \ is \ an \ edge \ between \ node \ i \ and \ node \ j, \ otherwise \ 0. \]  

Applications:

Graph Laplacian is used to compute least significant Eigen vectors and dimensions of clusters in spectral clustering. Representing complex data in the case of pattern recognition is a big challenge. Drawing correspondence between Graph Laplacian and other methodologies can develop algorithms to represent the data of high dimensions [26]. The interpretation of signal processing can be done using Laplacian matrices and presented in the form of Fourier transform for graph signals [27]. During the construction of graphs in spectral analysis, using the right content of the data is important. Many a times this data is incomplete and this issue is addressed by distilled graph clustering method performed using graphs of Laplacian matrices. The resulting graph is used for spectral clustering on social network containing large data [31]. During the process of removing noise and errors from the data, a robust graph learning scheme can be applied developed using Laplacian matrix theory. This scheme improves the performance of data clustering and recovery [32]. Adaptive graph learning methods also use graph Laplacian techniques to improve the performance of clustering. The newly developed algorithms improve the performance of clustering methods on benchmark data [33]. Matrix theory plays a vital role in data clustering and it is evident from the literature that clustering algorithms based on properties of graph Laplacian are more efficient compared to other algorithms that are not using Laplacian matrix [34].
C. PCA & SVD IN BIG DATA COMPRESSION

**PCA:**
It is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components [27].

**Applications:**
PCA minimizes the information loss under certain models. It is used to study compression techniques of smart meter big data through smart grid. This helps in the evaluation of compression methods for data compression [35].

PCA is used in developing compression algorithms to improve performance of compression system with error resiliency [36]. It is also demonstrated that along with PCA, set partitioning hierarchical trees can be used to compress images. A model is developed to use the benefits of these methods in the field of bio medical research [37]. One of the realistic applications of PCA is in compression of wind tunnel data performed by National Institute of Standards and Technology [38].

**SVD:**
SVD is factorization of a real or complex matrix. In this method of linear algebra, a real or complex matrix is decomposed into unitary and diagonal matrix [23].

**Fig 7 : Interpretation of SVD**

Figure 7 presents diagrammatic structure of SVD where \( M \) is an \( m \times n \) matrix, \( U \) is an \( m \times m \) unitary matrix and \( V \) is an \( n \times n \) matrix. The upper left disc shows canonical unit vectors, upper right disc shows transformation as singular values, lower left disc shows rotation and lower right disc shows scaling in vertical and horizontal directions.

**Applications:**
The major application of SVD is in the field of cloud computing where K-cloud SVD is studied in collaboration with union of subspaces [31].

SVD reduces the chances of data loss occurring during compression of data [32]. SVD also helps in processing huge data with tolerated elapsed time [33]. We can also achieve scalable performance using the combination of R and SVD to distribute series code to a parallel code [34]. SVD is also used to compress ECG data providing quality control encrypted data [39]. In the field of signal processing, the matrix is decomposed by SVD giving singular values yielding signals with reduced noise [40]. An algorithm developed using SVD and ASCII character encoding compressing MMioSigs can be seen in the work of [42].

D. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING AND BIG DATA

Mathematical modelling is developing models describing a system using mathematical concepts and language [25]. These models can be dynamical, statistical, differential or game models. Algorithms based on these models yield better performance during dynamic data handling under various circumstances [26]. Also mathematical models play vital role in data mining. Mathematical models of big data can help various sectors to meet their challenges and can also be extended to various other domains. The mathematical models used by researchers are inspired by exposure in mathematics [30]. Mixture of models has drawn attention of many researchers aiming at analysis of data clustering [42]. Many models result in effective revealing of structures of clustering [43]. Mathematical based models have importance in scientific simulations estimating and extrapolating the reduction ration helping scientists to take decisions on data compression [44]. Mathematical models become key element in development of multigrid algorithms from graph Laplacian systems [45].

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The collaboration of mathematical concepts with big data benefits the professionals from both mathematics and data analytics domain. Such an effort would enhance the quality of the solutions obtained in the domain of data analytics and would also promote the essence of mathematical modelling. This paper attempted to present the influence and importance of mathematical concepts in the domain of big data. An attempt was made to illustrate the fusion of mathematical approaches with technologies for data analysis. However, though, various techniques and tools from mathematical sciences domain are available in today’s world for analysis of big data, a having a strong background of pure mathematical concepts behind those techniques and tools would certainly produce high quality solutions to all
the domains of data analytics. There is plenty of room for more interdisciplinary research and development with various domains of engineering with mathematical sciences to enhance the efficiency of current technologies. Exploring the influence of probabilistic concepts and randomness in inference drawing in the domain of data analytics shall be carried out in the future work.
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